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Abstract

We address the problem of finding a textual summary of facts within a path in a knowledge
graph.Knowledge graphs are increasingly used in search engines and store data in the form of
a Semantic Web structure making retrieval of information more accurate and efficient. Our
solution would allow users to be given a small description of the search results increasing their
comprehension of the facts presented to them. Ranking of passages is done using passage and
document level evidence to find appropriate descriptions of multi-hop relationships. The source
dataset used for our project is Wikipedia text corpus.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Knowledge graphs are efficient semantic web structures that allow management, storing and
analysis of data. Knowledge graphs have real life applications in several fields such as automatic
fraud detection, automatic drug discovery, intelligent chatbots and semantic search. Well be
taking the example of search engines. Knowledge graphs are self-descriptive and allow data to
be queried for faster results to be obtained. Several graph-computing algorithms like shortest
path or network analysis can be applied to bring out smarter results. The flexibility of the
knowledge graph to accommodate new and dynamic information increases convenience.

Knowledge Graphs are responsible for integrating information into an ontology. They are cre-
ated when data is extracted as facts from an input corpus and stored in the form of RDF triples.
These triples are expressed in the following form :
<subject predicate object> .
For example, <Anita daughterOf Amita> .
The subject and the object are entities within the knowledge graph and the predicate is the
relationship between these two that connects them.

The problem that were dealing with in our project is that the knowledge graph is huge and
the relation between entities may or may not be descriptive. Sometimes the user requires
additional information and reasoning to understand the relevance of the results of the search
query. Since, work already exists on finding the description of relationships between entities
within the knowledge graph, our motivation is to extend this research to include multi-hop
relationships. Thus, providing a textual summary of a path within the graph.
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For example, let us consider a path within a knowledge graph -

<Amir Khan, acted In, Ghajini> .
<Ghajini, copied from, Memento> .
<Memento, director, Christopher Nolan > .

While current research effectively describes each of these triples individually, our task is to find
a cumulative summary for the given triples.

We aim to achieve this by extending the probabilistic approach for ranking passages in order of
relevance to the input triples. The background text corpus used for the same is Wikipedia.
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Chapter 2

Literature Survey

In their work on finding the appropriate description of a relation within a knowledge graph in

Finding Descriptive Support Passages for Knowledge Graph Relationships, Bhatia et

al propose a probabilistic algorithm to rank passages in order of relevance to an input relation.

Considering an RDF triple ¡s,r,t¿, they use Bayes theorem to find the probability of a passage

p describing the relation r connecting entities s and t. Each passage is considered as a separate

source document and each entity and relation consists of multiple conditionally independent

individual terms. Relationship label aliases provided by Wikidata (their knowledge base) are

also taken into consideration to allow synonyms to represent the same relationship.

Smoothening probability estimations is also done by using the Information Retrieval method

of taking into account passage level, document level and collection level evidence. This has

several use cases as passages of smaller lengths are not ranked low and those consisting of one

or two terms multiple times are not given undue advantage. By this method, passages from

documents focusing on the given entities are given a higher ranking too due to document level

evidence. Collection level evidence also plays an important role as it provides term weighing

similar to the Information Retrieval concept of Inverse Document Frequency.

We will be extending this research in our project to find the summary of a path within the

knowledge graph.

In Learning to Explain Entity Relationships in Knowledge Graphs, Voskarides et al

try to address the problem of finding descriptions of relationships between entities within a
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knowledge graph in human-readable format. They too propose an approach to extract and rank

sentences based on relevance to the relation in question. They use a combination of Information

Retrieval and Natural Language Processing features and entity dependent features.

They extract the sentences that belong to the Wikipedia document of the entity or that con-

nect two related entities. The sentences are then made independently readable and linked to

entities. Supervised machine learning concepts are then employed to form the ranking algorithm.

We aim to expand this use case to multi-hop relationships and find textual summaries to the

end-user.

In Finding Support Sentences for Entities, Blanco and Zaragoza address the problem of

providing a ranked list of entities to the end user based on a search query without a proper

explanation or definition. To improve the understanding of the user of the displayed results and

their connection to the entered query, entities must be presented to the user along with support

sentences. They propose three approaches to rank the descriptions based on their relevance to

the query - retrieval- based, entity-ranking based and position-based. They also focus on the

importance of context in retrieval of support sentences.

In Advantages of Query Biased Summaries in Information Retrieval, Tombros et al

present the importance of query based summaries over generic summaries consisting of the first

few lines of the document containing the entity. They tested the speed of users in finding relevant

documents in both these cases to prove that query based summaries improve user experience.

They propose a task-based evaluation for the summarisation systems. They explored several

sentence extraction techniques such as giving weightage to the terms appearing in the title of

the document. They gave a higher score to the passages at the start of the document and those

comprising of headings as they tend to be composed of more significant information. The system

also looked for clusters of important terms and assigned them scores accordingly and assigned

different scores to sentences with the queries. This was followed by user studies.
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In Explaining Relationships Between Unconnected Entities in a Knowledge Graph,

Aggarwal et al discuss the problem that when users enter input queries, they get a wide variety

of results without any proper reasoning. They might be presented with an entity which is far

from the input entity within the knowledge graph. In order for the users to understand the

relevance of these results, they need to be provided with proper explanations for the same.

Given that two unconnected entities can have several paths between them with different lev-

els of significance, a path ranking algorithm is proposed to find the most suitable explanation

and discover new relationships between far-placed entities in the process They use the features

of specificity (similar to the Information Retrieval concept of Inverse Document Frequency),

connectivity (depending on the strength of edges within a path), cohesiveness (measuring the

strength of linkages between adjacent edges).
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Chapter 3

Experiment

Before starting with the experimental part of the project, we configured our laptops to handle

large amounts of data. This was done by extending the size of VM of the systems IDE.

Dataset

The dataset used as the source input corpus was the collection of all Wikipedia documents

in case of Document Level Indexing whereas for Passage Level Indexing it was the col-

lection of all Wikipedia passages within the documents.

Extraction

The extractor Wiki Extractor was used to extract the data from the wikipedia dump in the

following formats -

• Regular document level extraction - Initially, we extracted the data in the regular HTML

format. This method however was not adequate for indexing.

• JSON format - We then extracted the data in JSON format to make it more suitable for

indexing. We also made sure to preserve the links and their respective namespaces. The

unnecessary comma-separated tags were also dropped.
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Figure 3.1: Headings of Most Viewed Pages on Wikidata

Collected Most Viewed Pages from Wikidata

We manually collected the top 100 most viewed pages from Wikidata. We performed the fol-

lowing process -

• We used Wikipedia page of the Top 25 most viewed pages which can be found here. This

page contains the historical data for all years and months. The most viewed pages are

displayed on a weekly basis.

• We collected all the headings of these top pages and segregated it on a monthly basis from

January 2019 to April 2019. We then collected 25 top viewed pages of each month based

on the number of views.

• We cleaned the headings obtained manually keeping only named entities. We also cleared

out headings of pages consisting of lists as they did not contain passages making them

frivolous for our research. Some examples of these headings are - List of Game of Thrones

Episodes, List of Oscar Winners, Deaths in 2019 etc.

• Eventually, we were left with 82 entities to perform the rest of the experimental analysis

with.
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Generating SPARQL queries

We used the generated headings of the most viewed pages obtained previously to generate

triples via SPARQL queries using Python.

• We obtained the wiki identifiers for our respective entities via a wikidata API. These

identifiers were necessary in retrieving triples.

• Followed by this, we did our research to find the best SPARQL endpoint in order to retrieve

the wikidata triples corresponding to our entities.

• We created the SPARQL query to retrieve all the triples in the form of

<subject predicate object> . with the wiki identifier of the entity name as the subject.

• We filtered the triples to obtain those only in the English language.

• The triples generated were in the form of wiki identifiers and URLs which was then con-

verted to their respective RDF namespaces for convenience in the next steps.

• While storing the triples in a file, we removed those with the relation ”instance of” and

”subclass of” as they do not relate substantial information required in order to create

passages out of these triples.

• Followed by this, the triples retrieved from the SPARQL API were stored in a file. This

generated a total of 3300 triples. The format in which they were stored is -

subject**predicate**object

• For our further steps, in order to increase feasibility, we randomly selected 150 triples out

of these via Python for further processing and stored these in a text file.

Indexing

For querying data and searching, indexing of data is required. The tool we used for this is

Apache Lucene. It is an open source Java Library which adds document search capability to

applications.

Document Level Indexing

We followed the following procedure to index the document level data -
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Figure 3.2: Generated Triples via SPARQL

• We used the JSON Simple library to parse the JSON format files in the extracted folder.

The content within each file was stored as a JSON array consisting of several JSON objects.

Each such object contained the text of one Wikipedia document.

• Each JSON object was used to create a Lucene document. In case of document level index,

the object contained data in four fields - id, title, url and text. Since the value of id was

required to be constant, it was stored as a StringField whereas the fields title and text were

stored as TextField. The value of url was ignored as it was unimportant for our study.

• We used the Lucene Custom Analyser to trim the content of the text and title fields

to remove unnecessary information :

– Stop words like got, everything, end and about hamper the ranking process and lead

to inaccurate results. Thus, we removed stop words from the documents by using

StopFilter and supplying it with a text file of the stop words to remove.

– We performed stemming on the data within the documents to improve the rank-

ing process further. For example, trade, trades, trading and traded were stemmed.

PorterStemmer was used for the same.

• The cleaned documents, thus, created were added to the Lucene Index using the inbuilt

IndexWriter one by one to prevent Memory Overflow error.
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• The data within the extracted files was cleaned to remove the <a href>and </a>tags

along with the links within them however the namespaces were retained. We also removed

\n and \“ from the data by using Java regular expressions. This cleaned data was used to

create the final index which well be using further in our project.

Paragraph Level Indexing

In the last semester, we had created the passage level index using this library.

• The library used the Wikipedia paragraph corpus and extracted it.

• Followed by this, the paragraph index was created.

• But we werent getting the required accuracy and flexibility to modify the index and the

passage data to filter and remove the unnecessary links and tags from the data. The index

obtained was also not storing the documents the passages belonged to which would be

required by us in the next steps.

• Due to the above mentioned reasons, we decided to not use a library and create our own

code for indexing to accommodate our needs.

We followed the following procedure to index the passage level data -

• We used the JSON Simple library similar to our document level index in order to parse

the JSON format files in the extracted folder. Each such object contained the text of one

Wikipedia document.

• JSON objects were used to create a Lucene document. The ”text” field within the JSON

object consisted of the data of all the paragraphs within the Wikipedia document.

• For paragraph index, we used the fields ”paragraph id” to indicate the number of the para-

graph, ”document id” to indicate the document from which the paragraph was extracted

and ”text” to indiciate the text within the paragraph.

• The text of each Wikipedia document was split into several paragraphs by the paragraph

indicator (”\n \n”) present in the document text.

• The paragraphs, thus, obtained were further divided into passages by the use of Sentence

Splitter in Java. The BreakIterator was used for the same. Each passage consisted of

3 sentences each.
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Figure 3.3 Figure 3.4

• Each of the above created passages were used to create one Lucene document.

• The Lucene Custom Analyser was used similar to the document level index along with

StopFilter and PorterStemmer in order to clean the document data.

• The cleaned documents similar to the document level index, thus, created were added to

the Lucene Index using the inbuilt IndexWriter one at a time.

Verification Of Index

Luke is a development tool used to modify and query existing Lucene indexes. We used this

tool to verify the final index created -

• Fig3.3 and Fig3.4 show the number of Lucene documents created in Document and Passage

level index respectively.

• Fig3.5 and Fig3.6 show the search query of a common word in Document and Passage

level index respectively and the results obtained along with their ranks.
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Figure 3.5

Figure 3.6
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Searching and Querying the Index

We queried the indexes obtained in the previous step in order to calculate the document level

statistics, passage level statistics and collection level statistics.

• We selected 50 triples randomly out of the 150 triples obtained in step 2. This was done

via a Python script.

• Now, we used Lucene IndexSearcher and QueryParser in order to query the passage

and document level index obtained.

• The libraries for Lucene Queries, Lucene QueryParser and Lucene Sandbox were

imported into our project to perform the necessary tasks.

• We split our triples into subject, predicate and object.

• The code for searching and querying was broken down as follows -

– We used the Lucene IndexReader in order to read and parse our document and

passage level index.

– The Lucene IndexSearcher was called with the respective IndexReader for passage

and document level index.

– Followed by this, the QueryParser was called with the help of Lucene Standard

Analyser.

– The search operation was then performed by querying the passage and document

level index with subject, predicate and object of each triple.

– The Total Hits for each of the subject, predicate and object was obtained and

consolidated in order to find the total hits for each triple within the two indexes.

Calculating Passage, Document and Collection Level Statistics

We used the above obtained information to calculate the document level statistics, passage

level statistics and collection level statistics.

• According to the proposed approach, we calculate the passage, document and collection

level statistics via the formulae given in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7

Figure 3.8

• For calculation of the document level statistics, we calculated the count of each triple

within each document, added 1 to it and divided it by the sum of the total number of

documents and the size of our vocabulary.

• Similarly for passage level statistics, we calculated the count of each triple within each

passage, added 1 to it and divided it by the sum of the total number of passages and the

size of our vocabulary.

• In case of the collection level statistics, we divided the total number of occurrences of each

triple within all our documents and divided it by the size of the collection.
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Finding the Probability of Each Passage

We calculated the probability of each passage being the most accurate description of each triple

and ranked the passages in order of probability.

• We consolidated the passage, document and collection level statistics using the formula

mentioned in Figure 3.8 where the values of λ1 = 0.6 and that of λ2 = λ3 = 0.2.

• The probability of each passage was calculated and the 5 passages with the top 5 proba-

bilities were extracted for each triple.

Post-processing of the Passages

Since, we cleaned the text within the passages before indexing and used sentence splitters in

order to create our passages, no additional post-processing was required on the data and they

could be used as it is as the description of our triples.
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